Grandmas Garden Quilt Pattern

Finished Size: 44” x 56”
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Grandmas Garden Quilt Pattern

Fabric Requirements:

Use a color scheme of your preference! These are the fabric colors and amounts
that were used for the version on the cover. (Amounts allow for extra).
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

(Background 1- (4 ea) Blocks) Moda "Flower Mill" Gingham Stripe Sprig- 2 yards
(Background 2- (5 ea) Blocks) Moda Smitten Pinstripe Linen- 2 yards
(Sashing) Moda "Flower Mill" Bloomy Sprig- 2 yards
Moda Flower Mill Floret Poppy- 1/2 yard
Moda Poppy Red Flower Mill Fabric- 1/2 yard
Red Fabric for block borders - 1-1/2 yards
(Applique) 1/4 yard each of white, tan,
various greens, reds, yellows and oranges
(Binding) Red fabric- 1/2 yard
Backing- 3 yards fabric of choice

Applique Options:
Applique options that could be used for this project:
- Needle Turn Applique
- Fused Applique
- Raw Edge Applique

General Pattern Instructions:
1. Each block pattern includes a two page actual size
drawing of the finished block. Tape the two pages
together, and use this as a basis for putting together your
block.
2. Cut each fabric block background 10-1/2" x 14-1/2".
3. Center fabric over top of pattern and lightly trace with
a pencil where your applique pieces will go.
4. Use your favorite applique method to create
the pieces of the design, using the full sized
templates included in the pattern.
5. Each template piece is numbered to match
the coinciding piece on the drawing. They are
numbered in order of assembly. (If you are
doing traditional applique, be sure to add a
seam allowance to your template pieces).
6. Once all pieces are sewn in place, add
embroidery to finish.
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General Embroidery Instructions
Use two strands of embroidery floss.
Suggested embroidery stitches will be covered
in more detail in each block instruction, but
include the following:
Split Stitch, and Chain Stitch

Optional Fabric Painting
Each pattern includes option fabric painting details. To add to an antique look and
create shadows and depth in the design, you can use fabric paint. When adding paint,
be sure to use a light hand. Just a light touch of color can give your pattern a 3D look.
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Patterns Terms of Use
All patterns from Suzy’s Sitcom, both free and premium, are for your own
personal use only (non-profit, non-commercial use).

What is okay to do with my patterns:

-You may print out the pattern for your personal use.
-Please feel free to tell your friends about my website so that they can
purchase their own copies!
-Individuals may make items for themselves, for gifts, for charitable donation
from any of my patterns. Creating from these patterns refers to items made
by one person, and not mass production situations.

What isn't okay to do with my patterns:

-I do not allow the distribution or use of any of my patterns, graphics or site
pages in shops or other commercial environments, nor the use of these as
teaching material in any commercial way.
- Do not give away or sell reproduced copies of the patterns. You are welcome
to give out the URL to the main page for this pattern or the URL to the
printing page but, per copyright law, do not place the actual content of the
pattern pages on another website; do not redistribute the actual content of
the pages in any form (even for free)! Thank you!
- Any reproduction or redistributing of the pattern instructions or pattern
images involves the written permission of the artist, Susan Myers, and
involves the drawing up of legal paperwork detailing the specific
permission to be granted, any fees for the requested use in reproducing or
redistributing the pattern and signing of said legal paperwork by the
parties involved
For any pattern use questions, you can email me at Suzy@SuzysSitcom.com

I'd love to see what you make!
Join our Facebook Group- Suzy's Crafters and Quilters and share your work!
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